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How to Make
Modern Cities Safer?
Today’s cities are intricate, multilayer structures. With abundant subsystems — transportation, telecommunications,
electricity, water supply, and many others — functioning and interplay of this infrastructure are critically important.
To ensure operational integrity, citizen safety, and security of key sites, authorities need real-time and retrospective access to
information about events of interest. With a real-time information system, they can accumulate, combine, analyze, and group
diverse datasets from a wide range of sources. This is the mission of Safe City projects, which have been implemented
on every continent.
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What is a Safe City?
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How to Make Modern Cities Safer?

Safe City refers to a hybrid automated system that empowers city authorities to meet public needs.
Hardware and software are combined with interagency workflows to ensure video surveillance and
technical monitoring on a city-wide scale. Utilities and other extensive infrastructure systems are
monitored under a single umbrella.
In Smart City projects, Safe City acts as part of a comprehensive solution, providing monitoring,
control, and interoperability of physical security systems, such as video surveillance and fire/burglar
alarms, as well as their integration with other information systems.
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Safe City creates an all-encompassing
network that combines:
•

Video surveillance of residential areas, schools and preschools,
and public gathering places.

•

Fire/security alarm and access control systems at city infrastructure sites.

•

Residential alarms.

•

Emergency call boxes.

•

Geographic information systems (GIS).

•

Integration with ecological monitoring, utility metering, building
automation, and other engineering equipment.

With Safe City, authorities can:
•

Monitor key city infrastructure in real time.

•

Ensure accurate, timely situational awareness for security and law
enforcement.

•

View video feeds received from cameras, irrespective of distance from
the control center, as well as inform relevant agencies and stakeholders
in case of emergency.

•

Record video and audio.

•

Reconstruct events based on recorded video.

•

Forward video by request or automatically.

•

Integrate physical security equipment with other automated systems.
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AxxonSoft Technologies for Safe City Systems
Intellect: The Universal Safe City Platform
Axxon Intellect Enterprise is a remarkably advanced distributed physical security information management (PSIM) software platform that combines intelligent video
analytics, universal IP connectivity, and event-driven automation capabilities in a single environment.
In Safe City projects, Intellect acts as a distributed information system with control centers, combining existing subsystems with support for new ones. Automation of
routine tasks allows streamlining monitoring and makes operators more efficient.
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Video Surveillance
One of the greatest strengths of the Intellect platform is its powerful, functional
video management system, which offers a number of impressive features for
distributed systems:
•

Unlimited number of video servers and cameras.

•

Remote monitoring and administration.

•

Ability to install any number of local or remote workstations.

•

Integration of video surveillance with other capabilities.

Intellect supports both analog cameras (using video capture cards or encoders)
and IP cameras: over 10,000 models from various manufacturers are supported.
This allows creating optimized, efficient systems that use precisely the equipment that is most appropriate for the site and user requirements. Intellect is
compliant with all key industry standards: RTSP, ONVIF profiles S, G, T, various
video and audio codecs, digital and analog PTZ control protocols.

Emergency Call System
An emergency call system based on the Intellect software can quickly connect
callers to the dispatch center. Calls are made through call boxes installed on city
streets, including calls using the SIP protocol. Pushing the emergency call button on the unit puts a call through to the dispatcher. At the same time, the server
begins recording video from the camera installed on the call box, which syncs
with the conversation between the caller and the dispatcher. The dispatcher
handles the call, speaks to the caller, and dispatches emergency services assistance to the location of the call box if necessary.
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Integration
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Intellect fits together all the pieces of the security puzzle. The system
architecture is mix-and-match friendly: simultaneously manage all equipment
with full use of all hardware-supported features, regardless of the equipment
type, manufacturer, location, or specifications. Best of all, the entire range of
hardware from diverse manufacturers is wrapped up in the centralized,
user-friendly Intellect interface.
Intellect supports access control, fire/burglar alarm, perimeter security systems,
and more. Support for multi-functional interoperability protocols OPC, BACnet,
SNMP, and Modbus enables integration with any systems that support industry standards: engineering equipment, building automation systems, industrial
automation applications, and other external systems. Intellect also offers open
interfaces and convenient tools for working with geographic information
systems (GIS).

Distributed
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TRAFFIC POLICE STATION

Auto Intellect Server, local DB
AxxonSoft regional photo / video
enforcement system

Federal information
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Data processing
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Road Traffic Monitoring
Intellect recognizes vehicle number plates and automatically records traffic
violations. Federal and regional databases are used to identify the owners of
vehicles in violation of traffic rules, who are then issued traffic fines. Detected
violation types are speeding, running a red light, crossing stop line, stop on a
crosswalk, Illegal parking, wrong way driving.
Recognized license plate numbers may be checked against federal and regional stolen vehicle databases. Operators receive alerts for full and fuzzy match
events. Intellect stores all records in a dedicated ANPR database, which is used
for search activities: enter a license plate number and quickly get information
about where and when the wanted car passed.
In addition, Intellect collects traffic statistics by counting cars on the road and
classifying them by type. Based on this, measures can be taken to optimize
traffic flows.
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Smart Forensic Search

Video Wall Management

The system for smart search in video archives allows quickly finding event
video footage that matches custom criteria. The video stream from a camera
is processed in real time. Simultaneously, metadata about all objects moving in
the frame and their movements is recorded to a database. No pre-configuration
of detection tools is necessary. To search, the user specifies event criteria, such
as line crossing or motion in zone, object size and color, etc. Forensic Search
sorts through the recorded metadata and just seconds later locates all video
fragments that match the criteria specified.

A video wall is a set of monitors physically and logically connected to act as a
single screen. Intellect offers convenient monitor layout management. You can
create, edit, delete layouts, assign them to selected PCs, and remotely switch
layouts on PCs.

Facial recognition allows quickly finding faces that match a picture. This helps
locate the places most frequented by an individual and find out where they
were last seen. AI analytics may be applied to detect and then search for
specific types of objects, such as humans or vehicles. Forensic Search is
paramount for crime investigation and finding video footage of specific
activities, such as checking the regularity of trash pick-up and monitoring
snow removal. You can also export video fragments from different cameras
related to an object of interest to a single file.

Cloud Monitoring
AxxonSoft cloud service offers remote monitoring of multiple sites at different
locations via a web interface. This may be used for setting up monitoring workstations at city/regional police departments or any other relevant agencies.
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Intel® Products to Increase
Video Analytics Performance
Video analytics requires sizable computing resources. For example, if the number of camera channels exceeds 10–20, it’s
almost impossible to build a cost-effective AI video surveillance system without using dedicated AI accelerators. To optimize
the workload and ensure that video analytics operate quickly, AxxonSoft have partnered with Intel and now uses their
accelerators and specialized tools in its products.

Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit

Using client-side hardware video decoding results in:

OpenVINO™ is a toolkit for computer vision applications which extends
workloads across Intel® hardware (including accelerators) and maximizes
performance. Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit is applied for neural
network inference in AxxonSoft AI analytics tools.

•

Dramatically improved decoding times, which is essential for smooth playback.

•

The client can display more cameras, or you can use client computers
with lower performance specs.

Intel® Vision Accelerator Design Products
AxxonSoft boosts AI performance using Intel® Vision Accelerator Design
products with Intel® Movidius™ VPU:
•

Mustang-V100-MX8 accelerator card,

•

Neural Compute Stick 2.

Intel® Quick Sync Video

Benefits of server-side hardware video decoding:
•

Servers can handle more concurrent video streams at HD resolution and
even higher.

•

More cameras can be connected to a single server, reducing hardware
expenses and support issues.

This is how Intel® products and technologies help you build value-added
solutions with AxxonSoft software.

Intel® Quick Sync Video is a technology available on Intel® processors that
provides hardware acceleration for video decoding. The decoding is performed
by GPU, which significantly reduces the server’s CPU load when applying video
analytics, and the client’s CPU load when displaying video feeds.
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The managing company monitors the technical aspects of the system, ensures
camera uptime, and calculates the amount due for technical services after the
end of each billing period. Camera status is monitored by means of automated
quality loss/sabotage detection tools.
First responders, including law enforcement and first aid, receive calls based
on triage by the operators at the control center.
The diagram also shows city segments that are monitored as part of the Safe
City system: residential areas, major roadways, and public gathering places with
emergency call boxes.
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The technical hub acts as a clearinghouse and district monitoring center.
Video from all cameras in the district, as well as other information, is sent here.
Operators here are responsible for monitoring video and responding to calls
from emergency call boxes.
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Setup and deployment of a Safe City system depend on the
needs of the client (generally, the city administration) as well
as the scale and objectives of the system. Outlines of the process are given below. The illustrations show the district-level
and city-wide segments of the Safe City system.
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City-Wide Segment
At the heart of the system is the Safe City control center, which receives and stores data from all the district-level segments. Video and audio are sent from here to
workstations located at emergency response and law enforcement agencies, traffic agencies, and to city hall if necessary. Information can be shared with outside
stakeholders on an as-needed basis.
For smaller cities, the district segment shown above may be sufficient. In this case, it acts as the city-wide segment as well, interfacing with all city services and
agencies. Safe City systems in smaller cities can also be combined into a region-wide network, performing city-level functions at the regional or equivalent level.
REGIONAL SEGMENT
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